Restricted exchange microenvironments for cell culture.
Metabolite diffusion in tissues produces gradients and heterogeneous microenvironments that are not captured in standard 2D cell culture models. Here we describe restricted exchange environment chambers (REECs) in which diffusive gradients are formed and manipulated on length scales approximating those found in vivo. In REECs, cells are grown in 2D in an asymmetric chamber (<50 μL) formed between a coverglass and a glass bottom cell culture dish separated by a thin (~100 μm) gasket. Diffusive metabolite exchange between the chamber and bulk media occurs through one or more openings micromachined into the coverglass. Cell-generated concentration gradients form radially in REECs with a single round opening (~200 μm diameter). At steady state only cells within several hundred micrometers of the opening experience metabolite concentrations that permit survival which is analogous to diffusive exchange near a capillary in tissue. The chamber dimensions, the openings' shape, size, and number, and the cellular density and metabolic activity define the gradient structure. For example, two parallel slots above confluent cells produce the 1D equivalent of a spheroid. Using REECs, we found that fibroblasts align along the axis of diffusion while MDCK cells do not. MDCK cells do, however, exhibit significant morphological variations along the diffusive gradient.